
Roman Angel Statues 

What was once the sole province of the trusty garden gnome, yard art has evolved.  Nowadays, 
there is no limit to what you can do to decorate your yard. What do a cute little statue of a 
sleeping angel and a large, ornate statuesque rendition of a Roman archangel have in 
common?  They each foster either whimsy or serious contemplation and each can be used as a 
beautiful focal point for your outdoor space that will add beauty and functionality to any garden 
or green space. 

Once used to stand guard over a tomb or burial spot, angel statues now watch over our homes 
and serve as sentries, forever watchful. Their unsung prayers watch over us and greet us each 
time we approach, and give a silent nod that yes, you are watched over by angels. 

Roman angel statues are available in all sizes and styles. From a tiny figurine that you can 
perch on your windowsill to a full-sized lifelike rendition of an archangel, you are sure to meet 
your match.  

Memorials 

Roman angel statues can accent any garden meditation bench. Just the figure's presence can 
heighten and elevate time spent in private reflection and serve as a nice decoration at the same 
time.  An angel statue can also be placed as a memorial to a loved one who has passed on, 
whether human or animal. Whenever your eyes fall upon the statue, your loved one's memory 
will immediately be recalled. It can be a welcome respite to be able to spend precious moments 
away from life's hustle and bustle and just be quiet for a few moments. 

Bird baths 

Roman angel statues may have practical uses, too. Some may double as a bird bath, keeping 
us forever mindful that even the sparrow is looked after and cared for. Some angel statues may 
even be used to light up your outdoor space. Functional uses are endless, but the image of a 
backlit angel statue on a dark night immediately brings a calming effect. 

Home decor 

Angel statues may be used around the house as part of home decor as well. Strategic 
placement of a statue makes an artistic statement and is also pleasant to observe. 

How to choose 

There is no shortage of places to buy a Roman angel statue. They are available everywhere, 
from K-Mart to high-end gardening shops. When making your selection, it is wise to choose a 
statue that is heavy enough and large enough that it will not be knocked over by an errant 
lawnmower or a passing storm. Keep it set apart just enough that its presence will not likely be 
disturbed. Setting it apart also lends itself to pleasant aesthetics. 

 


